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DPS prepares for campus shootings
Educational program to begin in November
SHIWANI JOHNSON
STAFF WRITER

Training on what to do in an active
shooter situation will be available to
the campus community in November.
According to Sarah Rice, the community programs manager at the
campus Department of Public Safety
(DPS), the introduction of the Active
Shooter Awareness and Response
Training is not in response to one
particular incident, such as the recent
college shooting in Oregon, but rather
something DPS has had in the works.
“This is not in response to any one
particular incident, as DPS has spent
several months developing the training,” Rice said in an email interview.
“However, these recent incidents
[of shootings on college campuses]
serve as a reminder of the importance of this training session.”
CAMPUS SECURITY ON THE CASE

According to an email blast that
DPS sent out to UH Mānoa students

on Oct. 7, the Shooter Awareness
and Response program will include
discussions about options one has
in an active shooter situation, what
form those situations might take,
information on what to do when
campus security and police arrive,
as well as general information on
everyday campus safety.
DPS deﬁnes an active shooter
as an individual that is actively
engaged in killing or attempting to kill people in a conﬁned or
populated area. Usually, an active
shooter uses a ﬁrearm with no pattern or method in the selection of
their victims and he or she may act
unpredictably and without notice.
On the UH Mānoa campus, DPS is
most likely to be the ﬁrst responder
on the scene but will contact the
Honolulu Police Department (HPD)
immediately for support.
In the event of an active shooter
or any other on campus crisis situation, DPS will, in addition to notifying HPD, send out a UH Alert to all

“hawaii.edu” email addresses. Students, faculty and staff can sign up
to have UH Alerts texted to their
phones as well.
“One can never know when or if
this situation could present itself,

for situations with an active shooter.
The program, dubbed “Run. Hide.
Fight.” was made available in video
form to the public by the City of
Houston’s Ofﬁce of Public Safety
and Homeland Security. The video

...We aim to give our community as much
information as possible, so that they may
prevent harm to themselves or others.
– SARAH RICE
DPS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS MANAGER

so we aim to give our community
as much information as possible,
so that they may prevent harm to
themselves or others,” Rice said.
RUN. HIDE. FIGHT.

According to Rice, the DPS Active
Shooter Awareness and Response
program is similar to what many
other college campuses across the
country are using to prepare students

outlines an active shooter situation
and gives advice and steps on what
to do in such a scenario.
The ﬁrst thing to do is run, or
get away from the situation as
quickly and safely as possible. DPS
advises that when running away,
try to help others evacuate but
continue to evacuate regardless of
whether they agree to follow. Also,
DPS recommends belongings are

MEET THE MAMMALS

Three mammals call
Sea Life Park home
WIKIMEDIA COMMONS 

Bottlenose dolphins swim over 18 mph, according to National Geographic.
MASON HIGA
STAFF WRITER

The University of Hawai‘i at
Mānoa’s Hawai‘i Institute of Marine
Biology (HIMB) auctioned and sold
three marine mammals involved in
research to Palace Entertainment’s
Sea Life Park.
The process of transferring the
mammals was done in “complete
compliance with UH policy and state
and federal laws,” according to Dan
Meisenzahl, UH spokesperson, in an
email interview.
“It was undertaken with the best
interests of the animals in mind and
with the utmost concern for their
safety and welfare,” Meisenzahl said.
UH and Sea Life Park declined to
disclose the amount of the winning
bid the mammals were purchased for.
“The cetaceans had been living

in sea pens. … Whilst still prisoners, they had a semblance of a natural environment,” Cathy Goeggel,
president of Animal Rights Hawai‘ i,
said in a press release. “Now they

After spending large portions of
their lives under human care, it would
be in the mammals’ best interests to
make Sea Life Park their new home,
Jeff Pawloski, curator at Sea Life Park,

It was undertaken with the best interest
of the animals in mind and with the utmost
concern for their safety and welfare.

The three mammals’ names are
Kina, Boris and BJ. Kina is a roughly
40-year-old female Pseudorca
crassidens, or false killer whale.
Boris is a 27-year-old male Tursiops truncatus, or bottlenose dolphin and BJ is a 30-year-old female
bottlenose dolphin.
Boris and BJ were born in captivity and Kina was purchased from
Ocean Park in Hong Kong in 1987.
All three mammals are well trained
for research and medical behaviors,
according to a letter from UH’s Property and Fund Management Ofﬁce.
Before the transfer to Sea Life
Park, Kina, Boris and BJ lived in
open-bay pens and fenced-off bays
inside of Kāne‘ohe Bay.
“I worked with Kina as one of her
ﬁrst trainers,” Pawloski said. “It’s a
reunion of sorts for the two of us
and I’m very excited to have the
opportunity to work with her again.”
The mammals are currently getting used to their new surroundings, feeding schedules and animal
care staff at Sea Life Park.
“It’s all part of the process of
making them comfortable here,”
Pawloski said.
RESEARCH ROLE

– DAN MEISENZAHL
UH SPOKESPERSOM

are stuck in tanks at a facility that
is shoddy and exploitative.”
Valerie King, general manager
of Sea Life Park, said in an email
interview that UH and Sea Life Park
both determined that Sea Life Park
would be the best handlers of the
mammals from here on out.

said in an email interview.
“We are committed to providing
them with excellent care, as we do
with all our animals, so these three
new members of our marine family
can have long and happy lives here
at Sea Life Park, and that’s priceless,” King said.

Coming from the U.S. Navy and the
Space and Naval Warfare Systems
Center, Kina, Boris and BJ moved to
UH and became part of the HIMB’s
Marine Mammal Research Program
(MMRP), which studies the functions
and capabilities of the sound sensory systems in odontocetes, such
as whales and dolphins, according
to the MMRP’s website.
While the three were still in

left behind, to avoid moving any
wounded and call 911 when at a
safe place.
Hiding is something that should
only be done if evacuation is not
possible. DPS suggests individuals
seeking shelter should ﬁnd a place
that is covered and protected and
silence anything that would draw
attention to the hiding place, such
as cell phones. From here call 911.
Choosing to fend off or ﬁght the
active shooter should be the last
resort, according to DPS. If this is
the only option, DPS advises that
the best way to incapacitate or disrupt the shooter is act aggressively
as possible by improvising weapons
and yelling. It is important to commit to any and all actions in this scenario. Hesitation could be dangerous.

Want to hear what students think
about campus shootings?
Go to tinyurl.com/nnqbmfh.

Kāne‘ohe Bay, the mammals’ day
began with trainers, students and
researchers examining their health
through jumping and other activities,
according to a permit ﬁled with the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. The researchers
placed small, non-invasive suction cups with electrode sensors
on some of the mammals for some
experiments. Guiding the mammals
into hoops, researchers then played
barely audible sounds and examined
the mammals’ resulting brainwave
patterns using the sensors.
The MMRP’s hearing studies
examined how odontocetes receive
sounds using different parts of their
heads, as well as what odontocetes
hear when they use echolocation,
which is a process that locates
objects using reﬂected sound.
Even though the odontocetes produce loud clicks and receive softer
echoes, the researchers found that
whales perceive some of these softer
echoes louder than their clicks, especially when the whales are trying to
search for something. Researchers
suggested whales may possess a
means of controlling how loud they
hear their own echoes, according to
the MMRP’s website.
Kina participated in studies at
the MMRP that examined how hearing loss affects echolocation. Over
16 years, researchers found a relationship between her hearing loss
and declining echolocation performance. Additionally, researchers also found that Kina may have
adapted to this hearing loss by
using different frequency signals
that she could hear better, according to the MMRP’s website.
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“intriguing“
“nice“
“whimsical“

YELP
for people?
“intelligent“
“helpful“
“hardworking“
ILLUSTRATION BY CALEB HARTSFIELD / KALEO O HAWAI‘I

KEEP IT POSITIVE
JESSICA HOMRICH
PUBLIC RELATIONS COORDINATOR

Our lives are full of negativity, as people hide behind usernames, bashing what
they don’t agree with. App CEO Julia Cordray
created a temporary solution to this problem: “Peeple,” an app created to rate others
based on what we like about them.
Once it’s launched some time in November, we will be able to give one-to-ﬁve star
ratings and leave reviews for those we know
in three categories: personal, professional
and romantic.
“We want to bring positivity and kindness
to the world,” Cordray wrote in a LinkedIn
blog post.
At ﬁrst, Cordray said the app was “Yelp
for people,” which suggested users would
write both negative and positive comments.
Afterward, she said the intent had always
been that the app be only constructive and
afﬁrmative.
“I want the world to be positive and this
is how I’m going to inspire it,” Cordray said.
“There is no way to make negative comments.” Thus, the app will be encouraging
us when we feel down.
CRITICISM AND REACTION

When it was ﬁrst announced, however,
most responses were negative.
A comment by Chris Whipple on Cordray’s blog post expressed what many are
thinking: “People don’t tend to make positive reviews. People tend to be compelled
to make reviews when they have a negative
experience. And some even maliciously take
advantage of review systems.”
Cyberbullying, blackmail and the ruining
of reputations were some of the concerns.

KNOWING IS HALF THE BATTLE

The app could also invade privacy by exposing personal information. Many of us blame
the Internet and social media for excessive
negativity, and the launch of Peeple doesn’t
seem to help.
After receiving negative comments, Cordray is making sure she makes a “positive
revolution” with Peeple – a way to inspire
the public to create a supportive environment. Now that the app is only for encouragement, it opens up a new form of social
media dedicated to making us more compassionate to ourselves and others.
We’ve all had off days where we need a
little pick-me-up. What’s better than having an app featuring the nice things others
have said about us? Look at it whenever you
feel like, write nice things about other people and let the positivity circulate.
GOOD VIBES ONLY

People need positivity. According to
National Voices for Equality, Education
and Enlightenment, “Thirty-nine percent of
social network users have been cyber bullied in some way.” Cordray promised to take
care of that need because her app will have
rigorous integrity features to ensure there is
no shaming or bullying through the ratings.
Those who opt-in will be able to review
ratings before they get published and will
be able to deactivate their accounts at any
time. Peeple is also outlawing bad behaviors
– posting information about private health
conditions, sexism and profanity.
Cordray created a beta test to further
improve the app before its ofﬁcial launch
and there is no reason why anyone would
be against it with the new all-positive features. Why wouldn’t we want more kindness
in our lives?

KEVIN ALLEN
EDITORIAL INTERN

With Peeple’s all-positive revolution,
we have the technological equivalent of
a participation award instead of a venue
for constructive criticism. Though positive
feedback makes us feel good, the lack of
an option to include negativity limits potential growth.
People are a lot like restaurants – some
have fancy napkin origami and some have
rats. The latter need an incentive to change
their ways. Michael Luca, an assistant professor of business administration at Harvard Business School, found that a one-star
increase in Yelp ratings leads to a ﬁve to
nine percent increase in restaurant revenues. If Peeple users with low ratings saw
that other individuals have stronger social
and romantic lives, they’d likely make
changes in their lifestyles to mirror them.
In laymen terms, they would have an incentive to become better people.
MISSED OPPORTUNITIES

Contrary to the present beliefs of Julia
Cordray, CEO of the app, the world is not
“full of people who love you.” Thick skin is
a necessity in present day America, with its
8.5 percent unemployment rate for young
college graduates and a national poverty
rate of 14.8 percent. Making it is no easy
feat. At some point, coworkers and supervisors will likely tell you that your work performance doesn’t meet their standards
and it’s up to you to adapt and to improve
based on their criticism. With Peeple’s shift,
we lose the opportunity to ﬁnd and ﬁx ﬂaws
that may prevent us from being hired.
The negative aspect of Peeple would

have also allowed for a preliminary check
on someone’s character. With the unfortunate frequency of sexual assaults, knowing somebody’s character could prevent us
from associating with them.
THE WORLD IS NOT A FAIRYTALE

“I think it’s important to know the negative too,” Cordray said in a YouTube comment in August before the all-positive
revamp. “We want to know, did [they] steal
from you, were they abusive, do they have
anger issues, do they lie all the time, are
they narcissistic? These are the things that
are more valuable in knowing versus little
egocentric things. We don’t live in a fairytale land.”
The app’s primary concern is cyberbullying, a major issue on social media. The phenomenon is so prevalent today that half of
young people have encountered some form
of it, and 20 percent experience it on a regular basis. Although cyberbullying is reprehensible, it does teach people how to ﬁlter
the positive and the negative, which is a
useful skill on the Internet.
People are rated and reviewed every
day. Whether it’s through tests, work performance reviews or by the ways we dress
and act, our actions are constantly judged,
measured and compared to others. Taking
this aspect of our lives on a public scale
might sound frightening, but it may be the
best way to acknowledge and confront the
negative aspects of life. If public service
announcements have taught us anything,
it’s that knowing is half the battle.

What do you think?
Let us know @KaLeoOpinions
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‘Moana’
A look into Disney’s
upcoming Polynesian voyage

COURTESY OF WALT DISNEY 

Maui (right) is already a hero by the time of the movie. This will be his most difficult quest yet.
IKAIKA SHIVELEY AND BRAD DELL
FEATURES EDITOR & MANAGING EDITOR

Ka Leo was invited to get a sneak
peek at “Moana” footage that had
never before left the walls of the
Walt Disney Studios, commentated
by director duo Ron Clements and
John Musker, Producer Osnat
Shurer and voice of Moana, Auli‘i
Cravalho. We also got an exclusive interview with Clements and
Musker – the minds behind Disney
classics like “Aladdin,” “The Little
Mermaid” and “Hercules.”
“Moana” is the story of a Polynesian teenager named Moana
who sets out on a voyage throughout the Paciﬁc Ocean 2,000 years
ago. The computer-animated ﬁlm
will be released in theaters on
Nov. 23, 2016.

FILLING THE TAPA

Cultural celebration is one of the
core values for “Moana,” with the
Disney heroine encountering a variety of South Paciﬁc island cultures
during her voyage. The production
team decided to pour weeks into
researching these cultures ﬁrsthand by visiting islands and villages isolated from the tourism
industry. Their guides to the cultures ranged from chiefs to master tattoo artists to anthropologists.
The team knew their travels
would play a huge role in their
ﬁlms and, in turn, impact the way
people perceive these cultures.
Musker said that while visiting a
small coastal village in southern
Fiji, the directors were told by an
inhabitant that when their boat
came within view of the island,
“lightning struck over the ocean, so

I knew something important was
going to happen; I don’t know if
it will be good or bad.” Others felt
more conﬁdent – the elders of the
island of Mo‘orea gave their blessing for the project.
“The sky was full of stars and [the
second-in-command]
presented
this blank sheet of tapa [barkcloth].”
Clements said. “She said, ‘I have a
message for you. You are going to
ﬁnd out that we are like this tapa.
We are rough on the outside and
smooth on the inside. Together,
we’ll ﬁll this [tapa] with our story.’”
Since production began, the
team has added Māori writer Taiki
Waititi, Samoan actor Dwayne
“The Rock” Johnson and Hawaiian
actress Cravalho – who was raised
in Mililani, O‘ahu. Half-Tokelauan
and half-Tuvaluan musician Opetaia Foa‘i is helping compose the
soundtrack, which will include different South Paciﬁc languages.
A PEEK AT THE FOOTAGE

IKAIKA SHIVELEY / KA LEO O HAWAI‘I 

Shorer (left), Clements (middle) and Musk er (right)
showed a video of their travels.

The footage shown at the press
conference, while short, revealed
a lot about the ﬁlm’s art style and
ability to be emotionally moving.
In one piece of footage, after it
was revealed that the ocean itself
would be a living character, they
showcased a scene that seemed
nearly complete. Most likely the intro
to the ﬁlm, the scene had Moana
as a toddler walking on the beach
unsupervised. The ocean notices the
inquisitive child, and decides to play
with her by pulling back a portion
of water to allow her to collect sea
shells. Being lured further into the

ocean, Moana becomes surrounded
by a wall of seawater, allowing her to
look at the sea life through glass-like
walls. Though there wasn’t dialogue,
the footage was emotionally moving,
and we saw a few members of the
audience get watery eyes.
Another scene shown focused on
Dwayne Johnson’s character, Maui,
as he told a brief story about himself. Rather than using ﬂashbacks,
Clements and Musker decided to
bring art to life, similar to the vase
muses from “Hercules.” In this
case, Maui’s tattoos come to life to
reenact his legend. The audience’s
loud applause that followed was
well-deserved.
THE ANIMATION

While “Moana” is the sixth Disney
ﬁlm by the creative minds of Musker
and Clements, it is their ﬁrst feature that is entirely computer-generated, as opposed to hand-drawn
animation. Because of its three-dimensional characteristic, computer-generated animation produces
a “sculpted” look, according to
Musker. This was one of the deciding factors for the directors to make
the switch to computer generation.
“Dare I say, people’s faces [in the
South Paciﬁc] have such a beautiful sculpturing – the way the planes
work on the face, it feels sculptural,”
Musker said. “That aspect seems to
lend itself to [computer generation].”
Musker said the environment
in the South Paciﬁc was also best
modeled via computer generation.
“One of the things we learned
when we were in Samoa was that

in the islands there wasn’t necessarily indigenous drawing or painting traditions,” Musker said. “But
when you look at the sculptures of
the islands themselves. Mo’orea,
the skyline looks like a sculpture.”
MORE INFO

THE CHARACTERS
MOANA
( VOICE: AULI’I CRAVALHO)
A 16-year-old Polynesian
girl, who decides to continue
the tradition of navigation
after a 1,000-year lull.
MAUI
( VOICE: DWAYNE JOHNSON)
The comical yet powerful
shape-shifting demigod who
helps Moana with her voyage.
PUA
Moana’s adorable pet pig
that aims to catch the hearts
of viewers.
HEI-HEI
A menacing-looking, yet
misunderstood rooster who
stows away on Moana’s outrigger canoe.
PACIFIC
The ocean is a living character that supports Moana.
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Club life

DAVID MCCRACKEN
SPORTS EDITOR

THE M NIGHTCLUB

LULU’S

KA LEO SPECIAL ISSUE
 MEET THE STAFF

You’re dressed up and ready for a night out with your friends. But
where is the party? There are so many places in Waikīkī and around
campus where students can drink and hang out. Places like Tropics are
convenient since they’re so close to the dorms, but is that where you
really want to go to turn-up every weekend?

The M (also known as The Manor) is located on
Restaurant Row, next door to Nocturna Lounge.
The dress code is strict (button-up shirts for men,
dresses for women) but everyone lets loose on the
dance ﬂoor. Drinks are expensive, about $10 for a
mixed drink, but the bartenders are attentive so you
won’t be standing at the bar for 25 minutes waiting
to order. Before you run off with your friends and
storm through the doors, keep in mind the cover
charge is expensive — $20 a head. It’s worth it if you
pre-game. Don’t spend too much money on drinks;
it’s one of those places where you don’t have to be
drunk to have a good time.
LuLu’s is located in Waikīkī across the street from
the Honolulu Zoo. A bar/club scene, LuLu’s is known
for having live music or DJs on mix boards, even on
weeknights. Monday nights are the most proliﬁc at
this hotspot. It’s not always the best idea to go out
drinking on a Monday as a college student, but you
wouldn’t be doing college right if you didn’t at least
give it a shot. It’s not the most practical idea, but
across the street is Waikīkī Beach where you and
your friends can chill out — or sober up — before
heading to the next bar.
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THE REPUBLIK

The Republik may not be the most popular club
in town, but this place rarely fails to put on a show.
Many artists, from EDM DJs like Dillon Francis and
Valentino Khan to heavy metal groups like Slayer and
Testament, ﬂock to this venue. It is similar to what
used to be The Pipeline Cafe, which was a popular
spot on the island until it closed several years ago.
Another plus is that the drinks aren’t over priced.
Events held here are usually 18+ to dance and alcohol is often served, so everyone from freshmen to
seniors in college can join the party.
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THE ORANGE JUICE CURE

K

If you come home after a night
of heavy drinking, you may want
to have a glass of orange juice —
something that is theorized to help
lessen hangover symptoms, according to a UH associate professor.
“The reason for that is orange juice
is high in potassium, and we think
that one of the things that causes
hangover is sort of a dehydration of
brain cells,” said C. Alan Titchenal, a
Human Nutrition, Food and Animal
Sciences associate professor. “And so
what potassium does is it gets taken
up into cells and pulls food along
with it and so it theoretically should
help to rehydrate the brain cells.”
If you’re going to drink, make sure
you have a healthy iron status, get
an adequate amount of nutrients
on a regular basis, and eat low-carb
foods high in fats and protein.

NUTRIENTS AND ALCOHOL

Keeping the liver functioning well
is especially important, Titchenal
said. An adequate ongoing intake
of nutrients will help a person handle alcohol better because the liver
will be healthier.
In the liver, alcohol is broken
down for energy from the calories
consumed by the body.
He added that some B vitamins
and iron status are important for
metabolism.
THE IMPORTANCE OF FOOD
WHEN DRINKING

According to Titchenal, it’s often
recommended that you have food
in your stomach before you start
drinking, and eat while drinking.
Food slows down the rate that the
body absorbs alcohol.
“So if you take a big drink on an
empty stomach, it’s going to be
absorbed through the stomach and
then emptied into the intestines

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
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Cure a hangover with science
NOELLE FUJII
EDITOR-IN-CHEIF
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faster, where it really gets absorbed
fast, and so it will go to your head
much quicker,” he said.
He suggests a small meal, though
it also depends on whether you
plan to eat while you drink.
As for food, choose something
that will stick with you for a while
rather than pass through the stomach quickly. These types of foods
should have some fat and protein
because they slow down the stomach’s emptying. Carbs have the
opposite effect.
Titchenal recommends eating
well-roundly before drinking.
“I mean, it could be chicken with
rice and salad or something or
other vegetables or a hamburger
with fries. I mean that would stick
with you for sure,” he said.
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Going out and having fun often seems like a distant dream,
especially in the heart of midterm season. Students are spending
time passed out on couches because of studying too hard rather
than drinking too much, and lying in puddles of tears rather than
puddles of regurgitated liquor. Fun is a mere abstract concept, and
many of us have written too many essays on abstract concepts to
truly value them anymore. At this point in the semester, it seems
fair to say that the struggle is real.
I think we all need a break. We need a reminder that Honolulu can be an enjoyable place, if you take the time to go out and
explore. Let this Nightlife Issue aid you in your procrastination
on exams and show you all the wonderful things you can do and
drink around campus. Yes, you have a test tomorrow, but you could
also have a glass of wine in your hand tonight. We here at Ka Leo
have written a variety of articles for those seeking a little more
fun and a little less studying.
There are a wide variety of nightlife options around Honolulu,
and we have them covered. For example, those who are interested
in going clubbing will ﬁnd Page 18 useful. If you’re looking for a
musical touch to go along with your drinking, Page 10 will guide
you through some of the best karaoke bars around. Page 12 suggests places that offer birthday specials, which can be especially
appealing for those whose 21st is coming up. However, not everyone wants to go out all the time. Page 14 shows you how to throw

a party in your dorm that won’t bother neighbors or RAs, and our
website gives ideas for hosting a cozier get together with only a
few close friends. Those who plan to drink a lot will ﬁnd Pages 8
and 18 helpful, as they provide information on drinking safely and
preventing hangovers, respectively. You can ﬁnd these articles and
more within this issue and on our website.
Well, fellow students, I hope this information proves useful to
you. I am sorry for the suffering that we are all going through with
exams and essays, but at least we are all together. Moreover, at
least we can now be better informed about the places to go when
the sun is down to enjoy ourselves, if only brieﬂy. Exams beget
misery, but deep down we all know they are important and worth
studying for. Finally, despite all the helpful information you are
being presented with, please do not forget to stay safe, regardless of what you are doing.
Make good choices,
ces,

NICOLYN CHARLOT
SPECIAL ISSUES EDITOR
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How to stay safe when drinking
Some tips on staying safe while partying hard
MASON HIGA
STAFF WRITER

After turning in a 10-page paper or ﬁnishing a round of back-to-back exams, a party
with your buddies can be just the thing to help you unwind. However, no one likes
stranger danger or a morning after that goes on for more than one morning. Here are
a few tips to keep (at least some of) your wits and liver when going out for a drink.

Drinks with friends

Be your own bartender

Don’t drink and drive

Water is your friend

Watch for warning signs

A sure way to avoid stranger
danger is to go to and come back
from parties with your friends. Let
them know when and where you
plan to party so they know something is not right if you don’t return
in time. Do not be afraid of going
home early if the party starts
to derail. If you get caught in an
uncomfortable situation, having a
set phrase that lets your friends
know that you need to get out can
be a lifesaver.

By pouring and keeping an eye
on your own drinks, you know
what is in your cup. This can help
you avoid the malicious intents
of those who want to sedate or
pressure you and allow you to
keep track of how much alcohol is going into your body. Keep
in mind that all drinks are not
equal when it comes to alcohol
content, and listen to your body
when it tells you that you have
had enough.

A death occurs every ﬁfteen minutes from crashes involving drunken
drivers, according to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention.
Make sure your group has a designated driver before you down your
ﬁrst glass. If a tipsy friend wants to
go for a drive, talk them out of it or
nab his or her keys until he or she
is sober. You may not like being a
party pooper, but being a good friend
means making sure everyone gets
home safe and sound.

Hydration might be the last
thing on your mind while drinking, but alcohol will actually
make you thirstier by ramping up
how much urine your body produces. Replacing all the water
that leaves you can help to prevent nausea and headaches the
next morning. If you get tired of
being stuck on a toilet while the
party goes on outside, drinking
less alcohol can make your urges
less frequent.

Alcohol poisoning can turn
your night of fun into a nightmare inside an emergency room.
According to the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, if you see any of the
following symptoms in you or
your friends, do not hesitate to
call 911 for help:
• Confusion, stupor, coma or inability to wake up
• Vomiting
• Seizures
• Slow breathing (fewer than eight
breaths a minute)
• Irregular breathing (10 seconds or
more between breaths)
• Hypothermia (low body temperature), bluish skin color, paleness
Without treatment, people with
alcohol poisoning can choke on their
own vomit, stop breathing, lose their
pulse, have seizures, sustain permanent brain damage or die.

Sex tip: Get consent
How and why you should get consent
before performing sexual acts

CHRISTIAN YAN AND NICOLYN CHARLOT
ASSOCIATE SPECIAL ISSUES EDITOR &
SPECIAL ISSUES EDITOR

We are not blind to the idea that
after going out with friends, having
a few drinks and spying someone
cute across the way, the opportunity
for a sexual encounter can present
itself. Regardless, it is important to
remember that if you intend to do
anything sexual with any person,
consent must be given and every
party should feel safe and comfortable. Sexual assault and harassment
on college campuses have received
a lot of media attention and caused
many debates. It is crucial for students to understand what consent
is and how it should be given.
Due to changes in laws and university policies around the country, afﬁrmative consent is how many
institutions now deﬁne consent. For
many, this has become a movement
of “yes means yes,” instead of “no
means no.” This means that people must say yes to sexual acts in
order for consent to be given; silence
or lack of resistance is not a yes.
The University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa

changed its policy this year to reﬂect
the movement in sexual harassment laws, including a change in
the phrasing of consent. The University of Hawai‘i deﬁnes consent as an
“afﬁrmative, conscious and voluntary
agreement to engage in agreed upon
forms of sexual contact.”
“Yes means yes” is about encouraging better communication. You
don’t need to damage the mood by
graphically discussing every act that
you are and are not comfortable
with. Saying things like “Let me know
if I’m going too far” or “Is this okay?”
and waiting for a verbal response
should not dampen the excitement
and will ensure that you are both
okay with the situation. You should
make sure that your partner is okay
with everything you do, not just sex.
Make sure you get consent before
kissing or touching your partner’s
private areas. Although this may not
always seem like the sexiest thing to
do, it is important to ask.
A major problem with “no means
no” was that being passive and
silent meant it was okay for someone to proceed with a sexual act.
Many women are afraid to say no

because they fear upsetting their
partners or being called a slut. Men
can be uncomfortable saying no
because they feel like they are pressured to always perform sexually.
Studies at the University of Arkansas showed that men, even in the
age of Tinder, tend to rely on nonverbal cues, such as body language,
to interpret consent, but women
tend to wait to be asked before signaling consent. Different communication styles are part of the reason
why couples can end up in ambiguous situations where one partner
does not feel comfortable proceeding with an act. A partner might be
afraid to say no and could have a
negative experience that could
affect him or her for the rest of his
or her life.
Afﬁrmative consent does not imply
that every sexual encounter is a rigid
contract between two people, and no
one is suggesting that you have to go
through a checklist of moves before
doing the deed. Instead, both partners should pay close attention to
whether they’re feeling enthusiastic
about the experience they’re having
and whether the other person feels

similarly. Ultimately, ask yourself if
the person you are about to perform
a sexual act with is excited and comfortable and whether he or she verbalized this to you.
This may lead to the question of
individuals, often women, abusing
the system and lying about rape.
However, false rape allegations
only comprise approximately two
to eight percent of all rape reports.
This is within the context of a crime
that is already under-reported.
There is not an epidemic of women
exploiting men’s drunkenness to
get them thrown into jail. However,
alleged rapists have not been sentenced because their sexual partners consented or did not resist the
act while drunk. If an individual is
under the inﬂuence of alcohol, he
or she is not able to give consent. If
someone is either drunk, drugged,
unconscious, asleep or is unable
to grant consent for another reason, consent has not been given.
Both parties must be conscious and
give and receive voluntary consent
before engaging in sexual activity.
If you are questioning whether or
not you have been given consent,

you most likely have not been given
consent, and you should stop what
you are doing and ask before proceeding. If you feel uncomfortable
with where things are headed, you
are under no obligation to continue,
and you can tell your partner that
you would like to stop.
MORE INFO

MORE CONSENT INFO
If you’re having trouble with
ﬁguring out consent, here’s a
quick video to help you:
youtube/oQbei5JGiT8
(Note: there is some strong language included)
OTHER HELPFUL
WEBSITES INCLUDE:
• consentissexy.net/consent
• teenhealthsource.com/sex/
sexual-consent/
• hawaii.edu/policy/docs/temp/
ep1.204.pdf
SOURCE: FREEPIK
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Sing that funky music:
Karaoke-ing like a pro
BREE-LATIFAH PETTWAY-DELA CRUZ
STAFF WRITER

SOURCE: HAPPY HOUR FINDER 

‘ H A P PY H O U R
FINDER’

Whether you opt for the classic “Billie Jean” by Michael Jackson as an
excuse to moonwalk, or wish to express your emotions to someone with “Let’s
Stay Together” by Al Green, you are bound to ﬁnd a karaoke bar suitable for
all of your superstar needs. Here’s a list of some of the best spots near you.

IKAIKA SHIVELEY
FEATURES EDITOR

A new school year brings joy to
students, and also brings stress
to others who are facing obstacles such as tests they need to
pass in order to graduate. Luckily
there’s alcohol to ease the pain.
Going out to drink regularly can
hurt your budget, making happy
hours a gold mine. “Happy Hour
Finder” is an app that attempts to
make the search for cheap drinks
easy without using Google.
The app orders bars by distance, with the closest bar at
the top. The name of the bar, the
time frame of the happy hour and
deals are given. The schedule is
also accompanied by a phone
number and address that will
transfer you to your device’s map
application for directions. Yelp
reviews can be found on the bar’s
page in the app, which comes in
handy when making a decision.
Unfortunately, the app design is
mediocre. Whether at the homepage or a bar’s individual page,
there is a lack of wow factor. In
other words, the app is visually
low in quality. Ads in informational
apps aren’t a new trend. However,
the ads in “Happy Hour Finder” are
placed in unconventional places
that cover information.
Along with a less-than-adequate
conﬁguration, the app doesn’t offer
as much information as I would
like. A detailed beer list would be
great as the overused “domestic”
and “imported” categories provide
little information for the average
drinker.
“Happy Hour Finder” may be
convenient for ﬁnding the closest
happy hour from a given location,
but the lack of information and
visual care makes the app nothing special.

Wang Chung’ Karaoke Bar

Cafe Gangnam

You’ll ﬁnd this LGBT-friendly karaoke bar in Waikīkī. It is equipped with
bartenders who will mix your cocktail to perfection and who aren’t afraid
to sing along with you for a duet. Songs are $1, and there are many pupus
to choose from, like fried pickles or popcorn chicken.

Flavored soju pitchers ranging from Melona to coffee at $20 a pop and
private rooms offered free of charge are a great combination for those
looking to have a good time on a budget. Each song is $1, and although
the song list is outdated, it’s perfect for those looking to hone in on some
classics and kick it Gangnam style.

Location: 2424 Koa Ave.
Hours: Mon.-Sun. 5 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Contact: 921-9176

Location: 611 Ke‘eaumoku St.
Hours: Mon.-Sun. 5 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Contact: 312-1079

RATING

MORE INFO

COST : Free
GENRE: Food & Drink
DEVELOPER:
Happy Hour Finder
SIZE: 9 MB

Air Park Karaoke Lounge

HUSH Bar

If you’re looking for a modern, sophisticated vibe while you channel
your inner Beyoncé, this is your spot. Songs are free all night in the lounge
with a drink purchase. The lounge provides you with a supportive audience, but if you’re timid about singing in public, then there are private
rooms to rent that vary in size. These rooms are available for reservations
and walk-ins. There is a BYOF policy and the music selection is updated
monthly.

Don’t let the name fool you, because nothing about this karaoke bar
should be kept quiet. Located in Chinatown, this is the perfect place to
come for a nightcap with friends. Private rooms are free, with songs only
costing $1. If you’re not a singer, keep busy in the vape lounge or with a
game of darts. A large menu featuring chicken wings, garlic fries and kimchee fried rice are sure to satisfy your late night cravings. If you’re feeling
adventurous, try the ume ﬂavored soju.

Location: 510 Pi‘ikoi St.
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 6 p.m. - 2 a.m., Fri.-Sat. 5 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Contact: 591-8292

Location: 747 Queen St.
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 3 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Contact: 260-4096
[1] SOURCE: AUDREY H. / YELP; [3] PHOTOS BY REESE KATO / KA LEO O HAWAI‘I
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Moose Mc
PUB & CAFE
310 Lewers Street, Honolulu, HI 96815
808-923-0751 - moosewaikiki.com

OFF
PUPUS

WITH BEVERAGE PURCHASE
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Making the most
out of your friend’s
CARLY YASHIKI
STAFF WRITER

If your friend is turning 21, your goal
should be to make his or her night unforgettable (or forgettable). Ideas include
spending the night at Dave & Buster’s or
getting extremely intoxicated at a bar. Some,
however, would be content going out to dinner with close friends and family.

21st birthday

As a friend of a future 21-year-old, it is
up to you to carefully understand his or her
personality and pastimes to create a fun
environment and ﬁnd good company to celebrate. Go somewhere that offers deals or
free meals as a birthday special.
Here are some ideas to get you started on
planning the big day. Note that some specials
might require planning ahead.

Air Park Karaoke Lounge

Nocturna Lounge

MORE INFO

Ruth’s Chris Steak House

MORE INFO

MORE INFO

LOCATION:

LOCATION:

LOCATION:

510 Pi‘ ikoi St. Ste #202

500 Ala Moana Blvd. 5D

HOURS:

HOURS:

500 Ala Moana Blvd.,
Restaurant Row

Sun.-Thurs.
6 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Fri.-Sat. 5 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Sat.-Thurs.
7 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Fri. 5 p.m. - 2 a.m.

HOURS: Mon.-Sun.
5 - 10 p.m.

CONTACT:

WEBSITE:

airparkkaraoke.com

nocturnalounge.com

CONTACT:

ruthschris.com

If you’re looking for a casual setting, Air Park Karaoke is
the answer. With a T-shirt and slipper-enforced dress code,
this karaoke lounge and bar is for those who want to dress
comfortably. This lounge also has a BYOF policy. Rental prices
range from $9-$75 per room. If you want to have a birthday
celebration here and book a room for three hours, you can
get the fourth hour free (a reservation is required). Happy
hour drink specials are Sunday-Thursday from 6-9 p.m. and
Friday and Saturday from 6-8 p.m.

This is an ideal place to celebrate a 21st birthday. Nocturna Lounge, a karaoke lounge and bar, is a popular spot
to celebrate any occasion and have a good time with friends
or family. Depending on the size of the group and the day of
reservation, prices can range from $40-120 per group. This
karaoke lounge has daily happy hour drink specials (7-9 p.m.)
and 11 p.m. - closing Sunday to Thursday with half off private
room rentals. Valid photo ID is required two weeks prior to
visit, and you must have a minimum two-hour reservation.

THE BAR EXAM

For those who want to indulge in a night of ﬁne dining,
Ruth’s Chris Steak House should be ﬁrst on the list. With
prices ranging from $31-60, this restaurant offers American-style foods ranging from mashed potatoes and creamed
spinach to juicy ﬁlet mignon. As a birthday special, this
steakhouse offers a complementary strawberry ﬂambé and
champagne. Another nice touch is that rose petals are scattered across the table.

DAVID MCCRACKEN
SPORTS EDITOR

Going to a bar for the ﬁrst time is a lot like going
on a date; you’re opening yourself up to something
new, something adventurous and something that
could turn into a long term commitment. But most
importantly, there will be alcohol.

Shamrock Shuttle
Rock Bottom

Kelley O’Neil’s

La Mariana

Located next to Bubbies in Mānoa, Rock
Bottom is where students go for cheap
alcohol and fun. Tuesdays and Thursdays
are the best days to go, not just because
of the atmosphere, but because of the
drink specials. After 8 p.m., this bar sells
mini-pitchers of AMF’s for $6. Not a mixed
drink kind of person? Rock Bottom also
serves mini-pitchers of beer for $6.50.
It’s not just a place to drink and get
drunk, however, as Rock Bottom offers a
free beer pong tournament on Tuesday
nights with a $100 cash prize. Since you
don’t have to pay to enter the tournament,
that money can go to buying more drinks.
The cover charge is $5, but is well worth it.

What’s better than Irish bars? An Irish
bar with no cover charge. Located in Waikīkī
across the street from Moose McGillyCuddy’s, Kelley O’Neil’s offers live entertainment on a consistent basis with live bands
performing every weekend. Moreover, this
bar is a place for social gathering and
meeting new people, since the atmosphere
is always vibrant and loud. It’s consistent
with bars one would see at the world-famous Temple Bar in Dublin, Ireland and is a
sureﬁre place to meet new people and create memories. While Kelley O’Neil’s may not
have the vastest selection of draft beers at
the cheapest of prices, it’s the atmosphere
that matters here.

The best place for a “one-and-done”
drink or what most college students would
refer to as “pre-gaming,” La Mariana is a
great place to start or end your night. It’s
not the closest place to campus, however,
for those brave enough to make the voyage
they will ﬁnd an old fashioned tiki-bar that
serves top of the line mixed drinks, including the infamous ‘zombie’ mixed drink that
includes Bacardi 151.
La Mariana may not be a household
name to most on the island, but it is a great
place to drink and have pupus with friends.
From Kalua pork nachos to the combo pupu
platter, it’s a great alternative to a drivethru for cheap fast food to satisfy those
drunchies.

MORE INFO

MORE INFO

MORE INFO

LOCATION: 2535 Coyne St.

LOCATION: 311 Lewers St.

LOCATION: 50 Sand Island Access Rd.

HOURS: Mon.-Sun. 1 p.m. - 2 a.m.

HOURS: Mon.-Sun. 11 a.m. - 4 a.m.

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

CONTACT: 949-5466

CONTACT: 926-1777

CONTACT: 848-2800

In the last couple of months, a Shamrock Shuttle that brings you around town
for free has been introduced. Every Friday and Saturday night, from O’Toole’s to
The Irish Rose to Kelley O’Neil’s to Anna
O’Brien’s, you get free rides to your destination without the risk of getting behind
the wheel. You can park Downtown and
take the shuttle into Waikīkī before coming back later in the evening, or park near
University Avenue and head into Waikīkī
or downtown.

D E PA R T S O ’ T O O L E ’ S :

8:15, 9:30, 10:45, 12 & 1:20 a.m.
D E PA R T S I R I S H R O S E S A L O O N :

8:35, 9:50, 11:05, 12:20 & 1:35 a.m.
D E PA R T S K E L L E Y ’ S :

8:50, 10:05, 11:20, 12:35 a.m.
D E PA R T S A N N A O ’ B R I E N ’ S :

9:10, 10:25, 11:40, 12:55, 1:45 a.m.
SOURCE: FREEPIK; YELP / MILTON L.; YELP / MAE D.
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Pre-game ritual
DAVID MCCRACKEN
SPORTS EDITOR

The art of pre-gaming is simple: Cheaply build a foundation of
drunkenness so you don’t have to spend as much money on drinks
when you ﬁnally go out. Many people, especially college students,
drink too much when pre-gaming, often getting too drunk too fast
before leaving their dorms.

If you’re drinking with friends in an apartment or
dorm room before hitting up the club, know where
to buy your alcohol. Walmart is a great place to start
since it’s pretty cheap and easy to get to for students,
but the selection isn’t ideal. I recommend Tamura’s,
located in Kaimukī, because the selection has almost
every kind of alcohol you can imagine.
However, let’s say you’re way too anxious and want
to go out already. It’s only 8 p.m., so where do you
go ﬁrst? Try Rock Bottom next to Bubbies, across
the street from Tropics. On Tuesdays and Thursdays, Rock Bottom’s happy hour cannot be matched.
Also offered are $6 AMF mini-pitchers and $6.50
beer mini-pitchers. In addition, every Tuesday this
bar holds a free beer pong tournament that anyone

can sign up for to win the grand prize of $100. Cheap
drinks, free beer pong and a chance to win $100?
What’s the catch? There is a $5 cover charge at the
door. Not too shabby.
You may know where you want to go, what to do
and whom to see, but what do you drink? Most people know the old saying “beer before liquor, never
been sicker” and “liquor before beer, you’re in the
clear.” Be responsible; drink hard liquor ﬁrst before
ﬁlling up on beer. You don’t want to get sick on a
night out with your friends. The most important thing
to drink along with your alcoholic beverage is water.
For every drink or two, get a glass of water; there’s no
shame in staying hydrated at a party or bar.

MORE INFO

ROCK BOTTOM BAR & GRILL
LOCATION
2535 Coyne St.
HOURS
Open everyday 1 p.m. - 2 a.m.
WEBSITE
rbhawaii.com
OTHER INFO
Happy hour 2 p.m. - 8 p.m. weekdays

Throw a dorm party without disrespect
COURTNEY TEAGUE / NEWS EDITOR

You study and work hard all week long, so
you deserve a break on the weekends. If you
live on campus, it can often be difﬁcult, pricey
or inconvenient to go out. On some nights, the
best option is to hang out with your friends at
the campus dorms.
However, students who dorm know there
are many rules to follow in order to keep the

Keep the music down
Noise complaints are one of the
most common problems residents can
face when hanging out with a group of
friends. Make sure you keep the volume
on your speakers around halfway as a
general rule, and try not to use speakers or play songs that are super bassheavy, as the vibrations can be heard
from farther away. Put your speakers in
the middle of the room to avoid disturbing neighbors.

Talk at
a reasonable level
Another way students can get written up for a noise complaint is by having too many people talking or yelling
inside. Chances are that if your friends
lower their voices a little, it can make
a big impact on the volume outside.

peace with both neighbors and RAs. If a resident is found violating policy or making too
much noise, he or she can get written up and
are subject to various consequences, including paying a ﬁne. If you want to have a good
time with friends and avoid trouble with the
RAs, here’s your guide to throwing a respectful rendezvous.

Keep everyone inside

Know the rules

Closing the door and windows can
really make a difference in the number of people you disturb around your
place. Make sure your friends avoid
lingering in the doorway and enter or
exit quickly. Since it can get hot with
the windows shut, keep the air in your
room ﬂowing by setting up some portable fans.

Remember that the best way to
avoid a run-in with an RA is to be
courteous of the rules. Alcohol in most
dorms is only permitted if everyone
in the room or suite is of legal age,
so know that everyone can get written up if one person is under 21. Also
be respectful of quiet hours, which
can change depending on the day of
week, or if ﬁnals week is coming up. Try
to keep a good relationship with your
neighbors and RA to resolve any possible conﬂicts as easily as possible.

ILLUSTRATIONS BY AMY LOWE / KA LEO O HAWAI‘I; SOURCE: FREEPIK
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MAI TAI RUMBLE

FRIDAY NIGHT CONCERT SERIES!!
THE

BEST

OCTOB ER B A ND S
OCTOBER 9 TH

RUMBLE AND
AFTERSHOCK BANDS

OCTOBER 16 TH

LIVE IN CONCERT!!
SET TO BEGIN

OCT. 9 – DEC. 4
STARTS AT 9:30PM
MAI TAI BAR

ALA MOANA SHOPPING CENTER, TOP FLOOR,
1450 ALA MOANA BLVD, HONOLULU HI

808.947.2900
WWW.MAITAIBAR.COM

SO ROOTS

THE JIMMY WEEKS
PROJECT

CULTURAL NATION

OCTOBER 23 RD

SHAR CARILLO

NESIAN NINE

OOKLAH
THE MOC

OCTOBER 30 TH

IZIK

@MAITAIBARALAMOANA

BUD LIGHT AND
CAPTAIN MORGAN SPECIALS
From 4pm – 7pm and 8pm – 11pm !!

SIAOSI
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5 wines under $15 you
can find in Hawai‘i
Massimo Malbec

Whether you love beer and whiskey or you’re an extreme
oenophile (wine addict), challenge yourself this fall by exercising your wine palate. There are quality wines that are
enjoyable and cheap – even in Hawai‘ i.
Here are some wines that you can ﬁnd in Hawai‘i that will
inspire your inner connoisseur.

St. George
Cabernet Sauvignon

Meiomi Pinot Noir

La Yunta Torrontes

Starborough
Sauvignon Blanc

Wine Type: Red

Wine Type: White

Wine Type: Red

Wine Type: Red

Wine Type: White

Varietal: Malbec

Varietal: Torrontés

Varietal: Pinot Noir

Varietal: Malbec

Varietal: Sauvignon Blanc

Alcohol: 14.5 percent

Alcohol: 13.0 percent

Alcohol: 13.8 percent

Alcohol: 12.5 percent

Alcohol: 12.5 percent

Found in: The Liquor
Collection at Ward

Found in: The Liquor
Collection at Ward

Found in: Fujioka’s Wine
Times at Market City

Found in: The Liquor
Collection at Ward

Found in: The Liquor
Collection at Ward

Massimo Malbec is a wine from
Argentina, grown in the country’s
acclaimed Valle de Uco region of
Mendoza. This red wine has notes
of blueberry and plum, with a spice
and tobacco ﬁnish. Pair this wine
with a grilled spice-rubbed chicken
or a steak with chimichurri sauce.

This historic wine dates back
to the 1800s Spanish immigrants.
Aromas of green melon and white
peach balance with a citrus ﬂavor and a touch of French oak. This
wine is best served as an aperitif —
a wine before a meal — or with seafood or poultry.

The Meiomi Pinot Noir is a popular restaurant wine and is made in
California. It has aromas of tobacco,
dark red fruits and fresh berries.
The wine is medium-bodied, with
13.8 percent alcohol content. This
wine pairs well with turkey, salmon
or beef dishes.

Did you know that the Greeks
introduced wine into Italy and
France? Greek culture resonates
through the Skouras red wine. This
red wine is described as fresh and
fruity and holds berry-like aromas.
Drink with ﬁsh, poultry, burgers,
lamb and cheese.

From Marlborough, New Zealand,
this wine is characterized by tropical fruit accents and herbal notes.
Reviews from Fearless Critic say the
fruit ﬂavors are balanced with the
green, vegetal ﬂavors of a sauvignon blanc. This is what wine drinkers call an “approachable” wine.

Cheap yet delicious: top bargain
beers for the average college student
IKAIKA SHIVELEY / ASSOCIATE FEATURES EDITOR

PBR

Stella Artois

Heineken

Red Stripe

Pabst Blue Ribbon, known as PBR, isn’t
just for hipsters. Although it gets hate for
being a bottom-of-the-barrel beverage, it
is a refreshing drink. Unlike other “college beers,” PBR has an alcohol percentage that comes in handy during tailgates
and dorm parties. For a little over $20
you can get an entire 30-rack, which you
can hoard for a weeklong extravaganza or
share with friends.

This Belgium Pilsner is a heavier in
taste than its European rival Heineken.
Like Heineken, Stella is a yellowish-white
brew in a green bottle. The drink goes
down smooth with little aftertaste, making for an excellent refresher without
bloating. With a slightly higher alcohol
percentage and better taste, Stella is a
great choice over Heineken, although it
may cost an extra dollar for the upgrade.

During your time here, you’ll probably hear locals say the phrase, “If no
can, Heineken,” as they chug bottles of
Heineken and party. The pale lager is a
Dutch staple that has become a local
favorite in Hawai‘ i. A six-pack varies by
retailer, with the general price about $8.
Both light in color and taste, Heineken is
easy to drink.

In need of a cheap import? Red Stripe
is light on the palete for a pale lager. A
12-pack runs $14, which is cheap, considering the import fees added to Hawai‘ i
shipments. Resembling an amber medicine bottle, the mini jug stands out when
compared to its competitors. The Jamaican brew is a great stepping stone as you
work your way to more ﬂavorful beers.

4.7-5.9% alcohol

4.8-7.2% alcohol

5% alcohol

4.7% alcohol

[ALL PHOTOS] REESE KATO / KA LEO O HAWAI‘I; SOURCE: FREEPIK
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GIVEAWAYS

Thank you to everyone who
participated in our last movie
giveaway, Goosebumps.
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Follow us on social media for future givewaways and promotions!

FB.COM/KALEOOHAWAII
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NOW L OOKING TO H IR E

APPLY NOW

Management Trainee Internship
Want to get hands-on experience to run a successful business and to hone your
entrepreneurial skills? Then your future starts here.
This is a full-time, paid internship during the summer. Looking for ambitious, customerfocused, adaptable, and fun-loving students.
Internship only on Maui and Oahu. Management Trainee position for all Islands.

Lani Pelayan - Talent Acquisition Professional
Lani.pelayan@ehi.com | go.enterprise.com
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Senator of the
Hawai‘inuiakea
School of Hawaiian
Knowledge:
Jacob Aki
Senator of the School
of Architecture:
Kayla Tacey
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Senators for the
Colleges of Arts
& Sciences:
Jessica Chen
Daniel Willis
Tyler Iwasaki
Alex McLaury

Senator of the School
of Travel Industry
Management:
Timothy Rafael
Senator of the College
of Health Sciences &
Social Welfare:
Nikia Crollard
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Sports Editor

Christian Shimabuku
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Proving costly
UH continues to spend money
on former coaches

Greener pastures
Scotty Yamashita hopes to reap the
benefits of playing for his home state
COURTESY OF UH ATHLETICS

Yamashita competed in a team-high eight tournaments during the 2014-2015 season.
CHRISTIAN SHIMABUKU
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

It’s a scenario high school athletes in Hawai‘i dream of and go
through with far too often: expand
your horizons and compete at the
collegiate level on the mainland.
When faced with his own decision,
Kapolei native Scotty Yamashita
decided to take his talents to Mānoa.
Yamashita decided to follow in
the footsteps of his brother Tommy,
who is two years his senior, enabling
the brothers to play on the University of Hawai‘i men’s golf team for
two seasons.
“Family for sure comes ﬁrst.
They’re never the type to push me
into something I don’t want to do, but
they’re always there to support me if
I play bad,” Yamashita said. “Being
able to represent the state and where
you’re from, being born and raised
here, it’s really important. I have a lot
of pride in that and in UH too.”
UH men’s golf head coach Ronn
Miyashiro understands the challenges that come with trying to
get a local recruit to stay home.
Yamashita, who considered schools
on the west coast, was no different. Miyashiro’s main strategy is a
post-college, delayed gratiﬁcation
approach.
“When you’re being recruited by
anybody in the power conferences,
I can’t compete with the money,
facilities and all the extra stuff
they’re getting,” Miyashiro said. “My
recruiting pitch has to be different
and Hawai‘i-based. When you graduate from college, are you moving
back home? More job opportunities may come up if you’re here the
whole time rather than if you disappear for four or ﬁve years.”
Yamashita and Miyashiro saw
eye-to-eye in that regard, and
Yamashita was sold.
“Being from here and playing golf
here, the relationships you build in
the community by playing golf at

the collegiate level are very important,” Yamashita said. “A lot of people
here know who you are so it deﬁnitely helps for the future.”
Although Miyashiro is heavily
invested in the post-college lives of
his players, he also realizes that in
the short-term, his players are here
to compete.
“He’d be honest in telling you
up to this point that he hasn’t fully
lived up to the potential he had
when he ﬁrst came in, but he’s
shown glimpses throughout his
entire career,” Miyashiro said. “If he
chooses to go to the next level, he
has all the tools to make it. It’s just
a matter of bringing everything in at
one time and really staying focused
on the task at hand. He knows I rely
on him a lot for some leadership on

Yamashita remains focused on
what he can control, and that is
being a leader on a young team featuring four newcomers. As one of
the team’s three seniors, Yamashita
has opened up to those younger
than him.
“He’s a good leader in the way
that if he sees that someone is
doing something wrong, he’s willing
to take initiative and actually talk
and tell people what they’re doing
wrong and how they can do it better. He’s one of the most open guys
on the team,” said sophomore Smart
Kittirattanapaiboon. “He’s willing to
talk to anybody and he’s friendly. It’s
kind of nice just having him there for
you when you’re coming in. Scotty is
one of the ﬁrst guys to always go up
to you and say, ‘hi’.”

He [has] shown glimspses throughout his
entire career...if he chooses to go to the
next level, he has all the tools to make it.
– RONN MIYASHIRO
UH MENS GOLF HEAD COACH

and off the golf course.”
Consistency is key for golfers and
it is something that both Yamashita
and Miyashiro acknowledge as something Yamashita needs to reﬁne.
In last year’s Alister MacKenzie
Invitational in Fairfax, CA, Yamashita
shot a 62 on the ﬁrst day, good for
ﬁrst place among 80 golfers. However, after shooting an 80 on the
second and ﬁnal day, Yamashita
slipped to 30th.
“I qualiﬁed for a lot of tournaments in the last four years that
I’ve been here but there’s deﬁnitely
always a lot of room for improvement. Consistency is something that
I look at and it’s something I want
to improve on this year,” Yamashita
said. “I want to make sure I have a
good year and be prepared for tournaments, mentally and physically.”

Although it’s Yamashita’s last
college season, he hopes that his
presence will be felt beyond his
departure from the program.
“I just want the team to have a
brighter future, even after I leave.
I want the younger guys to thrive
after I leave. I just want them to
know what is right and how to prepare and how to play and conduct
yourself on the course. Of course I
want to do well but I don’t look at
personal achievements too much,”
Yamashita said. “I’d rather have our
team just do well and win conference. I just want our guys to know
that we’re capable of competing in
any tournament.”

What do you think?
Let us know @KaLeoSports

FILE PHOTO / KA LEO O HAWAI‘I 

Gib Arnold is currently a scout for the Boston Celtics in the NBA.
DAVID MCCRACKEN
SPORTS EDITOR

Former University of Hawai‘ i
men’s basketball head coach Gib
Arnold reached a settlement with
UH last week Thursday for $700,000
after being ﬁred last season amidst
the turmoil that surrounded the
Warrior basketball program and its
dealings with the NCAA.
The Board of Regents voted to
give Arnold the money by an 8-6
vote. It is the largest settlement
with a former coach in UH history.
Of this settlement, $500,000
will go directly to Arnold, while
$200,000 will go to his attorney.
However, Arnold will be receiving
more than just $700,000 from the
university, as he has already gotten
$250,000 from UH after being ﬁred
on Oct. 28th of last year for a grand
total of $950,000.
Arnold’s contract had a clause that
would see to it that he would receive
whatever money that was owed to
him if UH ﬁred him without cause,
which was approximately $1.3 million.
The $700,000 settlement won’t be
given in a lump sum, instead being
spread out over the span of three
years to beneﬁt the university. This
is the only beneﬁt for UH in this
matter, as Arnold’s settlement is
just another payout given to a former coach.
Former head football coach Greg
McMackin was granted $600,000 in
2011, former head basketball coach
Bob Nash received $240,000 in 2010
and in 2007 UH paid ﬁred head basketball coach Riley Wallace $200,000
for a grand total of $1,040,000 over
the past eight years.
Ka Leo O Hawai‘i

FACTOID

GIB ARNOLD
TIMELINE

October 28, 2014:
Gib Arnold is ﬁred
“without cause.”

February 4, 2015:
Gib Arnold says he is owed
$1.4 million

June 10, 2015:
UH sues Gib Arnold.

June 11, 2015:
Gib Arnold calls
UH’s lawsuit “pathetic.”

September 8, 2015:
Gib Arnold ﬁles new motion to
dismiss current lawsuit.

October 15, 2015:
UH and Gib Arnold agree on
$700,000 settlement.
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THIS WEEK’S EVENTS: Monday 10/19/15 - Sunday 10/25/15
MON

OCT

EMPLOYMENT
ON-CAMPUS PART-TIME

BOOKSTORE FISCAL ASSISTANT TRAINEE
UH Bookstore
$9.20/hour
Close Date: 11/27/15 or when ﬁlled
Candidate will need to assist with clerical duties in the Fiscal Services
section. Perform light typing, accurate calculations, and maintain records.
Qualiﬁcations include but are not limited to: Ability to type and use computers,
communicate effectively with other, and have a valid license.
Job Number: 584

OFF-CAMPUS PART-TIME

NATURAL RESOURCE SPECIALIST
Center for Environmental Management of Military Lands
$8.00/hour
Close Date: 12/15/15 or when ﬁlled

The successful candidates will perform a variety of environmental structured
assignments with mentoring from supervisors who are experienced professionals
in the ﬁeld of natural resource management. The chosen participant can expect
to participate in beach erosion mitigation, native plant propagation, invasive
species management, wetland management and/or other natural resources
management programs as needed. Qualiﬁcations include but are not limited
to: current college student, experience in plant propagation, botany, coastal
geology, data entry, management, and analysis is desired.
Job Number: 155882

OFF-CAMPUS FULL-TIME
SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR
Superb Management Corporation
Salary: TBD
Close Date: 10/30/15 or when ﬁlled
Candidate must be an excellent communicator, an effective team player,
ability to multi-task, excellent client interaction skills, be detail oriented,
assertive, an excellent and tenacious problem solver and have the ability
to excel. The ideal candidate will have experience managing services
in the web hosting industry, along with knowledge of future technology.
Candidate will be involved in the architecture, implementation, and support
of both shared and dedicated hosting services including web, email, DNS,
monitoring, and others.
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TUE

OCT

20

SODEXO RECIPIES FROM
HOME COMPETITION
All Day @Hale Aloha Cafe

PEACE CORPS - INFO SESSION AND
APPLICATION WORKSHOP
12:00 pm - 1:30 pm @Campus Center 203C

Vote for your favorite “home-style” recipes by
texting RFHManoa + the recipe name to 82257.

More info at: www.facebook.com/HawaiiPeaceCorps

SODEXO RECIPES FROM
HOME COMPETITION
All Day @Hale Aloha Cafe

NATIVE HAWAIIAN LAW:
A TREATISE BOOK LAUNCH
5:00 pm - 7:00 pm @Law School Courtyard
More info at: bit.ly/1OGReR0

WED

OCT

21

SODEXO RECIPES FROM
HOME COMPETITION
All Day @Hale Aloha Cafe

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING CAREER DAY
1:00 pm - 4:30 pm @Campus Center Ballroom

SODEXO UH FOOD DAY
11:00 am - 2:00 pm @ Campus Center Courtyard

PRE-MED MEDICINE PANEL
5:30 pm - 7:00 pm @Webster 103

Canned Food Drive, Prizes and Free Food.
More Info at: bit.ly/1OGPmYG

More info at: bit.ly/1PxqZNP

SOEST OPEN HOUSE
8:30 am - 2:00 pm @POST, MSB, HIG

CCBAC CASINO NIGHT:
CASINO ROYALE
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm @Campus Center Ballroom

THU

OCT

22
FRI

OCT

23

More Info at: bit.ly/1Gh1bmR

For more info, email: ariana38@hawaii.edu
SAT

SOEST OPEN HOUSE
10:00 am - 2:00 pm @POST, MSB, HIG

OCT

24

What is Co-op? Like internships, Co-ops are education-based and career-related.
It is a nation-wide program comprised of a partnership between the employer, the
student and the university. Co-ops are paid and require a two semester commitment.

COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP
Walgreens
Compensation: $14.00/hour
Close Date: 10/18/15 or when ﬁlled
Ten weeks in the summer that could change your future! You will have the
best of both worlds: the training, support and resources of one of America’s
largest retail organizations behind you, plus the encouragement to be a
true entrepreneur. Because we want you to succeed in your retail career,
we’ve created a comprehensive, step-by-step management development
program (LEAP) that will equip you to become a store manager; from there
move into higher levels of retail management at our company.
See job listing for more details.
Job Number: 132124

To apply for these jobs, go to hawaii.edu/sece

SUNDAY IN THE PARK WITH GEORGE
7:30 pm - 9:30 pm @Kennedy Theatre
More Info at: bit.ly/1LQPJL0

SUN

OCT

SUNDAY IN THE PARK WITH GEORGE
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm @Kennedy Theatre
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UPCOMING EVENTS: OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 2015
SUNDAY

MONDAY

25

26

Job Number: 155822

INTERNSHIPS & COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION COOP

More info at: bit.ly/1GJnHQp

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

MCAT 2015 27
Workshop
5:30 pm-7:00 pm
@Webster 103

Throwback 28
Party
4:30 pm-8:00pm
@Gateway Cafe

29
SPAM
Scholarship
Work Session
1:30 pm-3:30pm
@QLC 208
More info at:
bit.ly/1MIBDjQ

30
SPAM
Scholarship
Work Session
1:30 pm-3:30pm
@QLC 208
More info at:
bit.ly/1MIBDjQ

31

70’s, 80’s & 90’s
Party

SATURDAY

NOV 1

CBAC’s Día de 2
los Muertos
(Day of the
Dead)
11:00 am-1:00 pm
@Campus Center
Courtyard

3

4

Honolulu Police 5
Department
Info. Session
12:00 pm-1:00 pm
@QLC 411
RSVP at:
svy.mk/1jFrBEz

6

7

8

2015 Veteran’s 9
Day Celebration
10:30 am-12:00 pm
@Hawaii Hall
Lawn
More info at:
bit.ly/1Mt23lc

10

11

12

College of Ed.13
Senate Meeting
12:00 pm-1:30 pm
@Lab School
Portable 4B
More info at:
bit.ly/1X8gRgO

14

15

Sustainable 16
UH Meetup
5:30 pm-6:30 pm
@Sustainability
Courtyard

17

18

19
FBI
Information
Table
9:00 am11:00 am
@Campus Center
2nd Floor

20

21

22
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WEEKLY ROUNDUP

Oct. 11 to
Oct. 17
WOMEN’S SOCCER
The ‘Bows suffered a 4-0 defeat
against Cal State Fullerton, which would
mark their fourth shutout this season.
The Titans led by one at the half, but got
three more points by the end, thanks
to a surge by Rebecca Wilson, who
recorded a hat-trick in the game.

EDWARD PARK
STAFF WRITER

Truly A Work of Art

by Katalina Kim

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL MEN’S FOOTBALL
WO
TThe Rainbow Wahine won their
12th and 13th straight matches this
past weekend against UC Davis and
pas
UC Irvine. Led by Tai Manu-Olevao
with 12 kills, the Rainbow Wahine
wit
swept the Aggies 3-0 before taking
swe
on the Anteaters on Saturday night,
where the match would prove more
whe
difﬁcult. Despite a tougher opponent, the Wahine would improve to
nen
their record to 17-1, staying perfect
the
in cconference play.

The Rainbow Warriors suffered
another defeat at the hands of the
New Mexico Lobos, 28-27. Hawai’i had
a strong ﬁrst half, with a powerful
offensive surge provided by running
back Paul Harris who had two touchdowns on the day. The ‘Bows’ offense
faltered in the second half, which
gave the Lobos a chance to recover
on their last drive and attain the win
with a touchdown, courtesy of Austin
Apodaca and Dameon Gamblin.

SOURCE: FILE PHOTO / KA LEO O HAWAI‘I [3]
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ANGELES TIMESPUZZLE
WEEKLYLOS
CROSSWORD
DAILY
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
Provided
by Puzzle Junction
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
74 Hinder
1 Bores out
6 Stadium walkways
11 Spigot
DOWN
14 Comet’s path
1 Arabian Nights
15 Wagner work
menace
16 Arles article
2 Goof
17 Where Minos ruled
3 Honest ___
18 Honeydew, e.g.
4 Minute arachnids
19 Blast maker
5 Purloins
20 O.K. Corral lawman
6 Cavort
22 Little bit
7 Tarzan extra
23 Egyptian boy king
8 Defrost
24 Perturbation
9 Outriggers
27 Mt Etna location
10 More light-haired
29 Quantity (Abbr.)
11 Ice cream flavor
30 Cut down
12 Invalidate
34 Brownie
13 Minor
35 Uncle (Sp.)
21 Museum piece
36 Not working
24 Detested
37 Harder to find
25 Compadre
40 Freudian topics
26 Informer
42 Nickels and dimes
28 Attired
44 Beach feature
31 Take as one’s own
45 Puppets
32 More artful
47 Like some emotions: 33 Reddish brown
___ up
38 Terminated
48 NFL stats
39 Breathers
49 Goat god
41 Croat, e.g.
50 Hiker’s path
43 Mixes up
52 Asian holiday
46 Tennis shoe
53 Whine
51 Survived
56 River currents
53 Kind of infection
58 Child’s game
54 Mother-of-pearl
59 Goal
55 Blair of Exorcist
61 To be (Lat.)
fame
62 High card
57 Annoy
63 Scoundrel
60 Sail holder
65 Indian lodge
61 Snaky swimmers
69 Favoring
64 Neckline shape
70 1950’s Ford flop
66 Flower holder
71 Arouse
67 ___ out a living
72 Biddy
68 Always, in verse
73 Values
GO TO: kaleo.org

FOR THE ANSWERS TO OUR

G O TO : KA L E O . O R G f o r t h e a n sw e rs to o u r
WEEKLY
w e e k l yCROSSWORD
c ro s sw o rd

OPEN
LATE
No minimum
for delivery!

To solve the
Sudoku puzzle,
each row, column
and 3x3 box
must contain the
numbers 1 to 9.

Go to kaleo.org
for the answers
to our weekly
Sudoku puzzle

Value Menu starts at

$7.50

Order Online
dominos.com
or
Use your App

PUBLIC RELATIONS INTERN
KAL
KALEO.ORG/OPPORTUNITIES
ALEO
EO ORG
O
/OPPOR
/OP
PORTUN
TUNITI
ITIES
ES

2424 S. Beretania St.
808.744.2283

LAST PLACE IN HISTORY
©2015 PuzzleJunction.com
1. Josef Jakobs, a German spy, was the last person to be executed in the
Tower of London. How did he die?
(a) Firing squad (b) Hanged (c) By the guillotine
2. When Albert Woolson died in 1956, he was the last authenticated
veteran of which war?
(a) First Boer War (b) Cuban War of Independence (c) American Civil War

PUBLIC RELATIONS

3. Frank Weatherman was the last prisoner to leave which infamous penal
institution?
(a) Devil’s Island (b) Alcatraz (c) Newgate Gaol

KALEO.ORG/OPPORTUNITIES
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Taste of Mānoa

 Steam Bao with Crispy

Pork Belly, Namasu
and Hoisin Sauce by
Chef Ed Costa, at the
Oct. 15 event.

KENT NISHIMURA / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

A crowd of people packed the Campus Center Courtyard Thursday
evening for the “Taste of Mānoa” event. The event, themed sandwiches, featured six food stations where students, faculty and members of the general public could purchase plates of food by the staff
at Mānoa Dining Services starting at 5 p.m. A little after 6 p.m., all
1,800 tickets were sold out. Lines snaked around the side of the
courtyard from the tables serving, Steam Bao with Crispy Pork Belly,
Namasu and Hoisin Sauce by Chef Ed Costa, Buttermilk Fried Chicken
with Jalepeno Cheddar Sauce by Chef Carl Peterson and the Crab and
Shrimp Po’Boy Sandwich.

 Chef Carl Peterson puts

chipotle mayonnaise on
Buttermilk Fried Chicken
sandwiches.

 Chocolate Dream Dessert Cake by Resident Dining.

 Christopher Sugimoto and Ashley Onishi eat

steamed bao on the Campus Center stairs.

